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MY ZONE desking system focuses on the design factors that create an effective workplace, including  

knowledge, worker engagement, satisfaction, performance, and organizational culture. MY ZONE 

was designed based on the idea that there are a variety of zones within a workspace, as today’s 

workplace is not a “one size fits all” solution.

MY ZONE desking breaks the workplace down into three essential zones: the Work zone, the  

We zone, and the Me zone.

Work Zone
The WORK zone is characterized as an agile space that may be used for concentrated work,  
teamwork, and management tasks.

We Zone
The WE zone is designed for communal activities, offering the ideal environment for collaboration
and communication in a variety of settings and compositions.

Me Zone
ME zones offer a space for concentrated work and privacy.

MY ZONE is focused on creating human-centered workplaces offering a contemporary solution that 
achieves aesthetic harmony across an entire office environment.
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MY ZONE desking’s thoughtful design creates work environments that are simple and flexible. Offering configurations that support a variety of 
work styles, space division, privacy, and storage needs, MY ZONE exemplifies a seamless blend of furniture functionality, connectivity, storage, 
and media integration that harmonizes with interior architecture.

In today’s business environment, change occurs rapidly. Individual work styles and corporate strategy are developing faster than the foundation 
that supports them. Products that support a broad spectrum of planning strategies and undefined future requirements are a necessity. 
From private offices to collaborative spaces, MY ZONE series flexible palette of products offers a complete solution to the agile workplace.
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Thriving spaces provide an ideal balance between collaboration and the performance achieved through dedicated personal 
space. MY ZONE series desking can be configured to provide the optimal balance for any workplace. In addition, modular 
desking components allow users to reconfigure workstations to embrace the frequent changes faced by growing organizations. 
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MY ZONE desking products are purposely designed for scalability and seamless integration  
to allow for open ended planning and design freedom.
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PanelX® dividers can be added onto MY ZONE series worksurfaces to provide visual privacy between 
work areas. PanelX® divider inserts can be vertically stacked, reversed, and reconfigured with ease. 
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Discover endless possibilities. Productive collaboration is 
about opportunities for individuals to join together to create 
and innovate. MY ZONE series offers a combination of 
desking and storage components to create collaborative 
work environments for a variety of applications. 

CONNECT

ACHIEVE

DISCOVER

shown with COZI series lounge seating
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Designed for the versatile modern executive.  
A rich palette of laminate and steel creates  
a balanced and sophisticated look. Powder 
coated steel legs form a rectangular geometric 
base that offers a distinctive and airy style. 
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In the heart of every working environment is a 
place to gather, share ideas, and collaborate. 
From the conference room to the private office, 
MY ZONE series tables complement any space.
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MY ZONE’s innovative, media sharing solution allows 

up to six users to plug in and share a single screen in 

seconds. With the ability to connect tablets, laptops, 

and other media sharing devices to any display you 

choose, it’s the perfect way to quickly share team 

information and get ideas flowing. 

MY ZONE supports seamless collaboration, mak-
ing teams more productive and allowing them to  
efficiently collaborate and innovate.

1

2

3

Connect

Click

Share

Connect.
Up to 6 devices

Click!
HDMI or VGA connection

Share.
True collaboration.
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Plus, enclosed harness and wire management tray available.

Power Module Harness Wire Management Tray

The 8 Wire Modular Wiring Solution can be easily integrated into OFGO’s Zone desking system without the need to 
make a cut in the worksurface. OFGO’s Modular Wiring Solution links multiple units together from one power infeed in 
no particular order. OFGO’s mounting bracket and cable management tray makes the Modular Wiring Solution perfect 
for benching, workstations, as well as DaisyLink applications.

Above Worksurface Power Options

The next generation of flexible desktop 
power and data solutions for executive 
and institutional work station applications. 
Retractable and durably constructed. The 
M1, M3, and U2 power modules are highly 
functional with a fluid, one touch door that 
remains open during use. Available as a 
standard with 2 power and 2 data punch 
outs. 

X5 is a new horizontal-mount desktop 
accessory, bringing power and data right 
to your fingertips. X5 delivers a fresh look 
in new look, but with all the same great 
capabilities. Available as a standard with 2 
power and 2 data punch outs. 

The A5 above worksurface power module 
is a fashionable - and functional - punch 
in any workplace. Available with 4 sided 
power and USB charging, and is ideal for 
charging two tablets or other USB freindly 
devices.

Plus, enclosed harness and wire management tray available.

Power Module Harness Wire Management Tray

The 8 Wire Modular Wiring Solution can be easily integrated into OFGO’s Zone desking system without the need to 
make a cut in the worksurface. OFGO’s Modular Wiring Solution links multiple units together from one power infeed in 
no particular order. OFGO’s mounting bracket and cable management tray makes the Modular Wiring Solution perfect 
for benching, workstations, as well as DaisyLink applications.

Above Worksurface Power Options

The next generation of flexible desktop 
power and data solutions for executive 
and institutional work station applications. 
Retractable and durably constructed. The 
M1, M3, and U2 power modules are highly 
functional with a fluid, one touch door that 
remains open during use. Available as a 
standard with 2 power and 2 data punch 
outs. 

X5 is a new horizontal-mount desktop 
accessory, bringing power and data right 
to your fingertips. X5 delivers a fresh look 
in new look, but with all the same great 
capabilities. Available as a standard with 2 
power and 2 data punch outs. 

The A5 above worksurface power module 
is a fashionable - and functional - punch 
in any workplace. Available with 4 sided 
power and USB charging, and is ideal for 
charging two tablets or other USB freindly 
devices.

Choose from a variety of flexible desktop power and data solutions for executive  
and open plan applications. Mounted or pop-up solutions are available and deliver a 
fresh modern look. Deliver power directly into storage cabinets and bring simple touch 
down power stations to any workspace.

Power Module Harness Wire Management Tray

MY ZONE features a plug and play power solution that links multiple units together from one power infeed in no particular order;  
offering easy and modular configuration. MY ZONE’s functional design offers easy access to power above and below the worksurface.  
Optional power module harnesses and wire management trays offer a clean organized look. 
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ZERO TOLERANCE
Our epoxy powder coating process is solvent 
free, containing no harmful VOCs or lead.   
No toxins are released into the atmosphere.

25% 50%

75% 96%

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Our team works diligently to maintain and 
improve our waste reduction initiatives.
Currently we are recycling:

96% of wood scrap, 

foam, cardboard, fine 

paper, leather, and steel.

65% 43% 0%

Generated waste shall be 

reduced at the source, as well 

as recovered, reused, and 

recycled whenever possible. 

As a standard, all desking components are 
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality® and 
GREENGUARD GOLD certified for healthier 
indoor environments, meeting LEED® low 
emission requirements.

0% tolerance for VOCs, VCMs, and CFCs 

RECYCLED CONTENT

10% Post-Consumer

75% Pre-Consumer

MR 4
MR 2

100%    Recycled Packaging
The flexibility, modularity, and quality of OFGO 

products allow for reuse. OFGO’s desking products 

are designed for durability, can adapt to new needs, 

and have a warranty that encourages confidence 

and product longevity. 

MR 3.2

MR 5Task lights are offered 

with high efficiency 

electronic ballasts. 

500 miles 
 800 km

RESOURCE REUSE

LOW EMITTING MATERIALS INDOOR AIR QUALITY

WASTE
REDUCTION

IEQ 4.5

IEQ 6.1
EA 1.1

IEQ 8.1 & 8.2

ENERGY 
REDUCTION

Design furniture to optimize 

daylight and views, reducing 

the need for wasteful energy 

sources. 

Focusing our value chain on the  
challenges of sustainable growth has 
allowed us to find improved ways to 
minimize negative impacts on our    
environment. 

We work to cultivate the world           
we live in through investing in our 
people and the pursuit of sustainable 
development.       

OUR PEOPLE. OUR PLANET.

Everything we do can make a difference.

Our innovation and design initiatives entail not only improving the quality, style, and flexibility of our 

offerings but also focus on reducing our environmental footprint. By choosing lower impact materials  

and utilizing waste reduction strategies, we strive for a sustainable presence in our environment. 

Our areas of environmental concentration include energy efficiency and climate awareness,  

workplace air quality, recycled content and end of life recyclability, sustainable distribution, and  

environmental stewardship.
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Version # 01-10-15-A

Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. 
Use physical laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference. 

115 Cidermill Avenue, 
Concord, ON L4K 4G5

P: 905.669.1357 or 800.374.3375
F: 905.669.5564 or 800.329.9374
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